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Charitable trust legal system originates from Common Law system, and it is
translated into public trust in civil law system. The fiduciary shall faithfully perform
the obligation of safe custody of the trust property, actively promote the increase of
value of trust property, and achieve the purpose to contribute to beneficiary. Although
the legal system of public trust in China has been established for more than ten years,
the number of public trusts in practice is very small. In 2016, "Charity Law of the
People’s Republic of China" promulgated, promoting the development of
philanthropy in our country, the number of charitable trusts gradually increased.
However, from the view of the law in our country, the rule to the fiduciary is too
principle which restricted the development of public trust. By choosing fiduciary who
has aptitude and ability and can be loyalty, and gives better property management
autonomy and provide corresponding institutional environment,combined with a
certain incentive and supervision mechanism, can give full play to the advantages of
the fiduciary and prevent improper exercise of rights, improve the beneficiaries’
interests to meet the purpose of social welfare. So in this paper, in order to
consummate the public trust’s fiduciary legal system and to promote the development
of public trust as well as to achieve the purpose of social welfare, by drawing lessons
from the countries of Common Law system and Civil Law system ,with the practice
operation, combined with China's practice of public trust case, according to the
situation of our country, this paper puts forward some suggestions on how to improve
the qualification of the fiduciary, improve the rights and obligations of the fiduciary,
set up incentive mechanism for fiduciary to manage trust property and supervision
system of the fiduciary, by those four aspects to provide good environment, to inspires
the fiduciary to manage the trust property actively. At the same time with a clear
obligation and responsibility to restrain the fiduciary's improper behavior, improve the
trust system of public trust through internal and external cooperation, give full play to
the advantages of fiduciaries, as the beneficiaries services, to achieve social welfare
purposes.
















Abbr. English name Chinese name
UTC Uniform Trust Code 统一信托法典
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